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A Time .. Element Relay
HE Union Switch & Signal Company recently
T
announced the development of a new direct-current time-element relay, called the Style DT-IO, which
is useful in providing an automatic release for route
locking, in dispatcher-control, or in other circuits
requiring a relay of this character.
Several important features are offered in this new
relay, one of the most important being the method
of operation which is economical and certain. It is
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drive a set of planetary gears. These gears are so
arranged that when power is applied to the relay, a
part of the main flux is used to operate a clutch
which engages the stationary gear of the planetary
system. The operation of the clutch permits the remainder of the planetary system to be rotated about
the stationary gear, until it closes a contact which
energizes the auxiliary coils and permits the neutral
armature to pick up. When this occurs, auxiliary
contacts are opened which stop the action of the
oscillating armature, and at the same time, the auxiliary coil circuit is opened and additional resistance
inserted in the relay circuit to reduce power consumption. The planetary gear is so arranged that
when energy is taken off the relay, the clutch holding the sta tionary gear releases it and allows the geal'
train to drop to the normal position. The check
contact, by this means, is closed to indicate that the
relay is in proper condition for the next operation.
This relay has either of two ranges of time adjustment, the first range being from 10 to 120 sec.
and the second from 0 to 6 min. This is accomplished by providing a different gear ratio in the
planetary system. The time element is adj ustable
anywhere within these ranges, and this adjustment,
which can be sealed and locked, is accomplished by
a special key which is introduced through the top
plate. The relay is designed for operation at 10 volts,
and has excellent time regulation for given voltage
variations.
Flasher contacts can be added and the relay made
to operate as a flasher relay under certain conditions.
This relay is of great advantage in highway crossing installations using d-c. circuits and involving a
time element. A good example of a case where this
relay would be advantageous is an installation where
a great deal of switching occms over the crossing.
In such a case, the new Union DT-I0 time-element
relay might be used both as a time-element and a
flasher relay.
This new relay has the improved terminal post
arrangement that is characteristic of all Union
Type-DN relays; the terminal posts are arranged in
rows at d'ifferent levels and parallel to the base,
which facilitates the making of connections to the
relay and the tracing of circuits in the instrument
shelter. The top plate is moulded bakelite and the
base structure has a metal bottom and plate glass
sides. The terminals are lettered for easy identification. The base structme on all models is equipped
with lugs which support the relay and also provide
a means of attaching shock-absorbing springs. The
standard mounting is the shelf type, but a bracket
may be attached to the top plate for wall mounting.

A time-element relay of modern design

said that the time element of this relay cannot be
defeated; the pick-up of the neutral armature requires the normal operation of the relay and cannot
be accomplished by changing the external connections. Also on this relay there is a check contact
which closes after each de-energization of the relay
and indicates that it is ready for the next operation.
Another important item is the simplified construction which results in a compact arrangement that
saves space in the instrument shelter.
The Union time-element relay has only one set of
main operating coils and two small auxiliary coils;
the time interval is obtained by the action of the
oscillating armature which is converted to rotary
motion by means of a ratchet wheel and pawl which
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